Inther LC
Dashboard

Visualize your data
Inther Logistics Control includes
a web based user interface
for controlling and managing
warehouse processes. Within this
user interface Inther has developed
a visual environment; Inther LC
Dashboard. The Inther LC Dashboard
is an optimal tool to present data in
a graphical way. Basically all data in
Inther LC that can be presented in a
graph or gauge can be shown in the
Inther LC Dashboard.
In the daily routine of managing a
warehouse there are a number of things
to monitor, for example workload per
warehouse area, order release strategies,
location occupation, etc. The Inther LC
Dashboard can help in monitoring any of
these warehouse related issues.

Overall picture
In the standard Inther LC user interface all information is presented in tables.
Every overview consists of one table with information. Within this pool of
information it may be hard to see the overall picture. The Inther LC Dashboard
can provide this overall picture. One graph or gauge can include information
from several tables. By adding trend lines to graphs it is possible to predict
certain behaviors.

Integration

Control your
operation
The Inther LC Dashboard can be
integrated in any Inther LC web interface.
Within the menu tree of the Inther LC
web interface a Dashboard overview is
available. When clicking on the button
a submenu is shown, in this submenu
multiple dashboards can be added. One
dashboard can show up to four graphs or
gauges.

For already existing customers
the Inther LC Dashboard can
easily be integrated to an
existing web interface. Inther
will develop, conﬁgure and
test the new dashboards inhouse, from where it will
be updated on the live system
of Inther’s customer.

At any moment it is possible to save the current graph or gauge to a JPEG ﬁle.
These can than be used in your presentation.

Advantages
Visualization of data
Better warehouse managing
All graphs and gauges can be customized
The dashboard can be integrated in any Inther LC web interface
No manual refresh necessary
Fast and easy integration
Graphs and gauges can easily be saved
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